We present an abortable mutual exclusion algorithm for the cachecoherent (CC) model with atomic registers and CAS objects. The algorithm has constant expected amortized RMR complexity in the oblivious adversary model and is deterministically deadlock-free. This is the first abortable mutual exclusion algorithm that achieves o(log n/log log n) RMR complexity.
INTRODUCTION
Mutual exclusion, introduced by Dijkstra [17] , is one of the best studied problems in concurrent computing. A mutual exclusion object (or lock) allows processes to coordinate their access to a shared resource by serializing the execution of a piece of code, called the critical section. Each process obtains a lock through an entry section, but at any time at most one process can own the lock. A process that owns the lock executes the critical section, and to release the lock it executes an exit section. Raynal devoted a textbook [35] to mutual exclusion research up to the mid 80s, and a survey by Anderson, Kim, and Herman [5] covers the research between 1986 and 2003.
Early mutual exclusion algorithms did not take into account the gap between high processor speeds and the low speed and bandwidth of the processor-memory interconnect [13] . In distributed shared memory (DSM) systems, each shared variable is permanently locally accessible to a single processor and remote to all other processors. In cache-coherent (CC) systems, each processor keeps local copies of shared variables in its cache; the consistency of copies in different caches is maintained by a coherence protocol. Memory accesses that cannot be resolved locally and have to traverse the processor-to-memory interconnect are called remote memory references (RMRs). RMRs are orders of magnitude slower than local memory accesses. Hence, the performance of many algorithms for shared memory multiprocessor systems depends critically on the Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. PODC'17, July [25] [26] [27] 2017 , Washington, DC, USA. number of RMRs they incur [6, 33] . Recent research has almost entirely used the RMR complexity as a metric for the performance of mutual exclusion algorithms [3, 4, 6, 9, 12, 14, 15, 20, 21, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] 34] . Tradeoffs between RMRs and fence operations have also been studied more recently [8, 10, 11] .
However, even RMR-efficient mutual exclusion locks do not meet a critical demand of many systems [36] . Specifically, the locks employed in database and real-time systems must support a "timeout" capability that allows a process waiting too long for the lock, to abort its attempt. In database systems, such as Oracle's Parallel Server and IBM's DB2, the ability of a thread to abort lock attempts serves the dual purpose of recovering from a transaction deadlock and tolerating preemption of the thread that holds the lock [36] . In real time systems, the abort capability can be used to avoid overshooting a deadline. Locks that allow a process to abort its attempt to enter the critical section, and return to the remainder section within a finite number of their own steps, are called abortable locks.
Randomization can be used to improve the efficiency of mutual exclusion algorithms. For the analysis of randomized algorithms, the order in which processes take steps is determined by an adversary. Among the most common adversary models are the strong adaptive adversary, where scheduling decisions can depend on all past events including local coin flips, and the oblivious adversary, where scheduling decisions are independent of random decisions made by processes (i.e., the adversary fixes the schedule in advance).
Unless mentioned otherwise, the results discussed below hold for the CC and the DSM models with atomic registers and CAS objects, and n is the number of processes. The deterministic RMR complexity of mutual exclusion is Θ(log n) RMRs per passage through the critical section [9, 37] . Jayanti showed that this RMR complexity can even be achieved for abortable mutual exclusion [27] . Randomization can only slightly improve RMR complexity in the strong adaptive adversary model. Giakkoupis and Woelfel [20] showed that any mutual exclusion algorithm in this model has expected RMR complexity Ω(log n/log log n), matching an upper bound by Hendler and Woelfel [26] .
Recently, researchers have increasingly focused on devising efficient randomized algorithms for the weaker, oblivious adversary model, e.g., for test-and-set [2, 19] or consensus [7] implemented from registers. Bender and Gilbert devised a randomized mutual exclusion algorithm using atomic registers and CAS objects, which achieves O(log 2 log n) expected amortized RMR complexity against the oblivious adversary in the CC model [12] . The algorithm is Monte Carlo in the sense that it provides only probabilistic progress guarantees. A deterministically deadlock-free algorithm with constant expected amortized RMR complexity in the DSM model with atomic registers was presented by Giakkoupis and Woelfel [21] . But this algorithm is not RMR efficient for the CC model.
None of the randomized algorithms above are abortable or can easily be made so. A much more complicated randomized abortable mutual exclusion algorithm was devised by Pareek and Woelfel [34] , and has expected RMR complexity O(log n/log log n) for an adversary that is slightly weaker than the strong adaptive adversary.
In this paper we present an abortable mutual exclusion algorithm with O(1) expected amortized RMR complexity on the CC model with atomic registers and CAS objects, against a natural adversary model that is stronger than the oblivious adversary. The algorithm is deterministically deadlock-free. It is the first mutual exclusion algorithm that achieves optimal amortized RMR complexity in this model, and also the first one that combines abortability with an RMR complexity of o(log n/log log n).
Note that due to the constant-RMR implementations of linearizable CAS objects from registers [22] , all deterministic mutual exclusion algorithms as well as some of the randomized ones, need only registers. But these simulations do not in general preserve the randomized RMR complexity of algorithms [16, 24] . The algorithm by Bender and Gilbert for the oblivious adversary model [12] needs atomic 1 CAS objects, and it is not clear whether they can be replaced by linearizable constant RMR implementations.
Model and Problem Statement
Let N denote the set of positive integers, N 0 = N ∪ {0}, P = {1, . . . , n}, and P 0 = P ∪ {0}. We consider the standard cachecoherent (CC) model, where a set of n processes with unique IDs in P communicate by executing atomic operations on shared registers and CAS objects. A compare-and-swap (CAS) object C supports the operations C.read(), which returns the value of C, and C.CAS(old, new), which writes new into C if C = old, and otherwise does not change C. A CAS() operation returns a Boolean value indicating whether it successfully changed the value. Processes are equipped with local caches for read operations on registers, and a cache protocol ensures coherency. A remote memory reference (RMR) is a shared memory access of a register that cannot be resolved locally (i.e., a cache miss). Each write of a register, and all operations on CAS objects are considered cache misses, and thus each of them incurs an RMR (even though some systems also provide write caches). A read by process p on a register R only incurs an RMR if p never read R before, or if some process wrote to it since p read or wrote it last. Note that this implies that p obtains a cache copy of a register R by writing to it, which is generally the case for write-through caches. Our RMR complexity analysis does not require this behaviour; it suffices if only a read of R yields a cache copy. In fact, since we assume an adversary that can distinguish between cache hits and cache misses (as explained later), the fact that additional cache copies can be obtained by writing leads to significant complications in the algorithm design and analysis.
A (non-abortable) mutual exclusion algorithm supports the methods lock() and release(). Once the lock() method terminates, the process is in the critical section. At the end of the critical section, the process calls release(), and it enters the remainder section when that call terminates. The safety property mutual exclusion 1 With atomic we mean that each operation is executed instantaneously.
requires that no two processes are in the critical section at the same time. In an abortable mutual exclusion algorithm, a process may receive a signal to abort at any point during its lock() method call. When that happens, the lock() method call must terminate within a finite number of the calling process' steps, and upon termination the process enters either the critical section or the remainder section. (Which one it is can be indicated by the return value of the lock() method, but for readability reasons we use goto statements in our code.)
The standard progress condition for mutual exclusion is deadlockfreedom. This means that as long as there is a pending lock() method call, one such call will terminate, provided all processes that have pending lock() or release() method calls continue to take steps. For an abortable mutual exclusion algorithm it is also required that the release() method is wait-free, i.e., any process can finish it within a finite number of its own steps.
We consider an adversary that is obtained by restricting the strong adaptive adversary and is significantly stronger than the oblivious adversary. In particular correlations between whether past steps were RMRs and the future schedule are allowed; more precisely, we assume that the adversary knows for each completed operation whether or not it incurred an RMR. Moreover, at any time the adversary knows the state of each CAS object, and for any process poised to execute an operation on a CAS object, it knows the type and parameters of that operation. Finally, it also knows for each process if it is poised to enter the critical section or the remainder section in its next step, or if it is busy-waiting (see lines 3, 18, 21 and 33 in the pseudocode at the end of this article).
Result
The properties of our mutual exclusion algorithm are summarized in the next theorem. Theorem 1.1. There is a randomized abortable mutual exclusion algorithm for the CC model with atomic registers and CAS objects, which has constant expected amortized RMR complexity against the oblivious adversary.
We designed our algorithm in such a way, that atomic CAS objects can be replaced by linearizable ones; the amortized RMR complexity of the mutual exclusion algorithm then becomes asymptotically the same as that of operations on the CAS objects. However, abortability of our algorithm is only preserved if operations on the CAS objects are abortable. It is not hard to see [18] that such randomized CAS implementations with expected amortized constant RMR complexity on the CC model can be obtained from registers by combining existing randomized test-and-set algorithms [2, 19] with an abortable version of the algorithm in [22] (see Section 3.2 for more details).
In Section 2 we describe the main ideas of our algorithm, and then give a detailed line by line description. Our RMR complexity analysis and correctness proofs are involved, and will be made available in the arXiv.org e-Print archive.
The version of the algorithm described in Section 2 uses unbounded sequence numbers and an unbounded number of registers. In Section 3.1 we sketch how the number and size of all base objects can be bounded using techniques for bounded tagging [1] (more details can be found in the full version of the paper). In Section 3.2 we give more details on how atomic CAS objects in our algorithm can be replaced by atomic registers without increasing the amortized RMR complexity, but sacrificing a wait-free abort path for a randomized wait-free one.
ALGORITHM 2.1 Main Ideas
The pseudocode for our algorithm can be found at the end of this article (after the references). We assume that an adversary may send an abort signal at any point in time while p is not idle, by setting p's local variable abort_siд to True. We first describe the high level idea of the algorithm, assuming no aborts. Later we discuss how we deal with aborts. Some of the variables in the pseudocode are indexed by α. We will explain the purpose of this index later, and for now we will omit α from the corresponding variable names.
In order to avoid busy waiting on CAS objects, we use registers that change their value to signal waiting processes that CAS objects have been updated. For example after a process changes the value of the CAS object S from (·, locked) to (·, unlocked) in line 57, it writes to S ′ in line 58 to signal that it has changed S. Processes waiting for S to become (·, unlocked), busy wait by reading S ′ instead of S (in The critical section is protected by CAS object S. When some process is critical (meaning it is in the critical section), the value of S is (i, locked) (where i is a sequence number), and otherwise it is (i, unlocked). A naive way to implement that would be as follows: To capture the lock, a process p waits until the value of S is (·, unlocked), and then tries to change it to (·, locked) with a CAS() operation (similar to lines 21-23). But then for each successful CAS() operation on S we may have up to n − 1 failed ones, yielding a forbiddingly large RMR complexity.
The idea is now that before processes start waiting for S to become (·, unlocked), they get a chance to contact each other and join forces (i.e., share work). To do that, each process p uses a backpack, represented by CAS object B[p] [1] . Initially, the process sets the CAS object to an integer (which is a unique sequence number), meaning the backpack is open. We then use a randomized mechanism that gives other processes a chance to discover p, i.e., see that p is participating and has an open backpack. A process b that discovers p tries to write its own ID and a sequence number into B[p][1] using a CAS() operation (line 16). If that succeeds, b can simply start waiting (in the repeat-until loop in lines [17] [18] [19] [20] , and let p do the work.
After each attempt to enter the critical section via "winning" S, process p checks its backpack B[p] [1] , and adds the process it found there, if any, to its local set bpack (see method closeBackpacks()). Once process p is critical, it adds all processes collected in bpack during its earlier attempts to win S, to a multiset Q (line 53). All accesses to Q will be protected by the critical section, so a sequential data structure (such as a linked list) can be used to implement Q. Then p removes a process q from Q (if Q is not empty) and tries to promote q, meaning that it calls a method promote() which is used to signal q that it is q's turn to become critical. The promotion mechanism requires some handshaking between p and q, because q may have decided to abort, and then p and q need to agree whether q enters the remainder or the critical section. If the promotion fails (i.e., q enters the remainder section), then p repeats this procedure by removing another process from Q, provided Q ∅ (lines 54-56).
For this approach to work we need to deal with two issues: First, we need a way for processes to discover each other. Second, once a process b discovers a process p, p may finish its lock() and release() methods before b can join p's backpack. (Process p has to close its backpack before entering the remainder section, by changing the value of B[p] [1] to closed, so that b does not join the backpack and then deadlocks, waiting to be signaled by p.) Thus, b may waste an RMR by its CAS() operation in a failed attempt to join p's backpack. We have to make sure that this does not happen too often. In particular, at least a constant fraction of such backpack join attempts need to succeed in expectation. We now show how to deal with those issues.
To allow processes to discover each other, we use a register Z . Before each attempt to lock S, a process b first flips a random coin, and based on the outcome either it writes to Z a pair consisting of its ID and a sequence number, or it reads Z (lines 12-15). In the latter case, if p finds the ID and sequence number of a process, it tries to join that process' backpack as described earlier (line 16). The idea is that if two processes consecutively access Z , and the first one writes to Z while the second one reads Z (which happens with probability 1/4), then the second one will discover the first one, and may later be able to enter the first one's backpack.
We now show how to deal with the second issue, which is to ensure that a process b, which discovered a process p, gets a chance of entering p's backpack before p closes it. Recall that eventually, processes that do not manage to enter a backpack, have to wait for S to become unlocked and try to lock S themselves (lines 21-23). Suppose S is locked, and let p * be the process that locked S. While p * is critical, it will try and select a random process r * (and some other processes) among all of those that participated in the discovery phase (how this is done will be explained shortly). Process p * will then allow r * to go through the critical section before S gets unlocked, by adding it to the multiset Q (as described earlier). This has the effect that all processes waiting for S to become unlocked keep waiting and will not close their backpacks until the randomly chosen process r * has taken sufficiently many steps. As a result, a constant fraction of all processes will make equally many steps as r * (because the adversary does not know who r * is), and that will suffice for each of them to join the backpack of their discovered process, if any.
To find a random process r * we borrow a technique from [21] . We use a shared array R[1 . . . ℓ + 1], where ℓ = ⌈log n⌉, and each array entry is initially (0, 0). At the beginning of an attempt to capture the lock, a process writes a pair consisting of its ID and sequence number to R[λ], where λ ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} is chosen according to a truncated geometric distribution, satisfying λ = i with probability Θ(1/2 i ) (lines 10-11). After locking S, process p * scans this array from left to right (ignoring R [1] for reasons explained later) until it finds the first index i such that R[i] = (0, 0) or R[i] was last written by p * . While scanning, it adds each process found (other than itself) to Q, and erases each scanned register on R[]. Let K be the set of processes that write to R[] before the point t when p * begins scanning R[], and let κ = ⌈log |K |⌉. Assume that K is at least as large as some predefined large enough constant (otherwise it suffices that only p * enters the critical section). Then with constant probability all of the following happen: κ > 1, all registers R[1], . . . , R[κ] were written to, exactly one process in K wrote to R[κ], and p * only wrote to R [1] . Suppose this "good event" happens. Since p * ignores R [1] when scanning, possible writes by p * do not interfere with those of other processes. Then the process r * that wrote to R[κ] is (roughly) uniformly distributed over K \ {p * }. As a result, in expectation Ω(|K |) processes will manage to join backpacks of other processes while S is locked. Note that this is just a simplified description of the core insight; the intricate analysis considers a possibly larger set of writes, depending on the execution.
However, processes that write to R[] after p * finished scanning the array, and before S gets unlocked again, may not have a chance of joining a backpack. To deal with this issue we use instead two registers, Z 0 and Z 1 , and two arrays, R 0 [] and R 1 []. In each attempt, a process chooses one of the two "sides" (0 or 1) uniformly at random. Moreover, which of the two arrays R 0 [] and R 1 [] is being scanned when a process wins S, alternates with each such win of S. More precisely, the sequence number stored with S gets incremented every time S gets locked, and when it is i, array R i mod 2 [] is scanned. As a result, all processes that write to R i mod 2 [] while S ∈ {(i − 1, locked), (i − 1, unlocked)} get a chance of joining some other process' backpack after reading Z i mod 2 . Since a process chooses at random one of the two sides, it makes the right choice with probability 1/2. Then in expectation a constant fraction of the processes that write to Z α , α ∈ {0, 1}, will be able to join a backpack, and then later get added to multiset Q by the backpack owner.
Processes that neither manage to join any backpack nor lock S, will simply restart the procedure. Before a process p does that, it has to check whether its backpack B[p] [1] is occupied. If so, it has to move that backpacked process into a local variable bpack, in order to make room in its backpack for the next attempt (see method closeBackpacks()).
Next we describe how our algorithm accommodates process aborts. Suppose that a process p receives an abort signal while it is executing its lock() method. This means that its flag abort_siд will be set. When that happens, the process will not busy wait in any await() statement, or the repeat-until loop in lines 17-20. Within a finite number of steps it will either enter the critical section in one of lines 32 and 35, or it will begin another iteration of the while-loop in lines 2-35, and then call abort() in line 4. In the simplest case, p has no process in its backpack set bpack. Then p can go to the remainder section, but as explained above, handshaking is necessary to synchronize with a potential process in the critical section that may be trying to promote p. The handshaking mechanism is implemented in method giveUp(). Note that if p calls abort() in line 4 in the first iteration of its while-loop, then it cannot have joined any other process's backpack, so no giveUp() call is necessary. If p calls abort() in the second or later iteration of the while-loop, then it calls giveUp() in line 34 before its abort() call.
As a result of the handshaking mechanism in giveUp(), p may either enter the remainder section, or get promoted in the critical section without any further waiting. In the former case, and if p has some processes in its backpack set bpack when it aborts (which it finds via a closeBackpacks() call in line 34), it has to make sure that those processes do not deadlock, because they are waiting under the assumption that they will eventually be added to the multiset Q and then get promoted. Since we can only allow nonconcurrent access to Q, an aborting process cannot add the elements of its backpack to Q. Therefore (see the while-loop in abort()) p removes an arbitrary process r from bpack, and tries to hand over to it the set of remaining processes in bpack, by writing that set to CAS object B[r ][0], by using a CAS() operation. It then signals r , using variable B ′ [r ] , that B[r ][0] has changed. If that CAS() succeeds, process r will find out (because while in a backpack, it also spins on B ′ [r ] in line 18), and it will learn that it has been removed from p's backpack. When that happens, r will continue trying to capture the lock itself. But while waiting, r may have also aborted. If it did so, it would have closed B[r ][0], and p would not have managed to hand over its backpack (i.e., the corresponding CAS() would have failed). Therefore, p has to repeat the procedure of removing processes from its backpack and trying to hand over the backpack to them, until this succeeds, or until its backpack is empty.
One issue to be careful about is to avoid cyclic backpack relationships. Let b ← p denote that process b is in process p's backpack (at a fixed point in time). If the binary relation ← is cyclic at any point, then processes deadlock, because each process that is part of the cycle will not make progress until its carrier (the process whose backpack it is in) passes through the critical section. This affects some implementation decisions, as discussed below.
Implementation
We first give a description of the helper method closeBackpacks(). As explained above, during its attempt to enter the critical section a process' backpack may be joined by other processes. The shared CAS objects B[p][j], j ∈ {0, 1}, represent backpacks which are empty if their value is p's current sequence number c, and closed (i.e., cannot be joined by other processes) if their value is closed. Otherwise, each of those objects may store a set of pairs consisting of a process ID and a sequence number. The purpose of method closeBackpacks() is to transfer the contents of those sets to p's local variable bpack and to close the shared backpacks. To do that, a process simply first tries to change the value of each CAS object B[p][j] from c to closed using a CAS() operation in line 37. If that CAS() succeeds, then the backpack was empty. Otherwise, the backpack contains a set of process ID, sequence number pairs. Process p reads that set in line 38, and then performs another CAS() on B[p][j] to close the backpack, using the value just read as the first argument. This guarantees that the CAS() succeeds. Finally, p adds the set it found to the set stored in local variable bpack.
We now discuss the lock() method. In line 1, process p sets abort_siд to False (so that abort signals can be received) and its set bpack to ∅, because it has no processes backpacked. It then begins attempts of entering the critical section in an infinite whileloop (that begins in line 2), until it either enters the critical section in one of lines 32 and 35 or calls abort() in line 4. Before each attempt, in line 3 the process reads S, and waits until the value of S ′ is at least as large as the first component of S (or the abortsignal is received). Our code guarantees that S ′ = i − 1 as long as S = (i, locked). Hence, line 3 guarantees, that a process does not proceed unless S = (·, unlocked). This prevents a process from making multiple attempts while it cannot "win" S anyway.
With each attempt, process p increments a sequence number stored in the first component of the pair in A[p] (line 5), and then it changes the second component of that pair from done to want to indicate that it is making an attempt to capture the lock (line 6). In [0] is still empty. As a result, p breaks out of the await() statement. But we cannot allow p to continue, because it is still in a backpack, and starting another attempt to win the lock might lead to a situation where the backpack relation ← is cyclic. (E.g., the carrier of p might get an opportunity to join p's backpack.)
Now suppose p does not manage to join a backpack, or it finishes the repeat-until loop. Then, in line 21 it first reads S, and, provided it does not receive the abort signal, waits until S ′ is at least as large as the sequence number, i, stored in S, or until c) , then p has been promoted, so it proceeds directly to call giveUp() in line 34. The handshaking mechanism in that method will ensure that the giveUp() call returns False, so p enters the critical section. If, on the other hand, p finishes the await() statement in line 21 because abort_siд = True, and if S ′ < i when p executes line 22, then p will also call giveUp() in line 34. In this case, it may still get promoted into the critical section via the hand shaking mechanism in method giveUp() in line 34. That call returns False if p got promoted, and True otherwise. In the latter case, p calls closeBackpacks() to move processes from its shared backpack variables B[p][j], j ∈ {0, 1}, to its local bpack set, and then starts another iteration of the while-loop, where it will call abort() in line 4. Now suppose that p breaks out of the await() statement in line 21 because S ′ ≥ i. Then it is ensured that at some point after reading S, the value of S was (i, unlocked) (because i is only written to S ′ after a process changes S from (i, locked) to (i, unlocked), in lines 57-58). Therefore, p now makes an attempt to lock S in line 23.
First suppose that this attempt fails. Then in line 33 p waits until S ′ has become larger than i (or until A[p] = (c, critical) or abort_siд = True). Once S ′ is larger than i, it is ensured that S has been unlocked again. The fact that p waits twice, once in line 21 and once in line 33 ensures that p does not finish line 33 before S has been at least once unlocked, then locked, and unlocked again. As a result p will wait long enough for a process that may have discovered p on Z α to get a fair chance to join p's backpack. After waiting, p calls giveUp() in line 34. As described earlier, if p gets promoted, it enters the critical section, and otherwise it calls closeBackpacks() and starts another attempt by repeating the while-loop.
We now consider the case in which p manages to lock S by changing its value from (i, unlocked) to (i + 1, locked) in line 23. In the release() method, process p first changes its status from (c, critical) to (c, done) in line 51. After that, it calls method closeBackpacks() in line 52, where it moves all processes found in its shared backpack variables B[p][j], j ∈ {0, 1}, to the local set bpack. Then, in line 53, p adds the elements of that set to Q. In each iteration of the while-loop in lines 54-56, process p removes a pair (r , d) from Q, and then tries to call promote r by calling promote(r , d). If that call returns True, then p successfully promoted r , and can enter the remainder section. Otherwise, it keeps attempting to promote processes until one promotion succeeds or Q = ∅. If Q becomes empty, then there are no more processes that can be promoted into the critical section. In this case, p unlocks S in line 57, and signals in line 58 that it has done so by writing to S ′ . Finally, p enters the remainder section.
We now describe methods giveUp() and promote(r, d). A process calls giveUp() when it wants to terminate its current attempt to win the lock at the end of the while-loop of lock() (line 34). A process calls promote(r, d) to promote process r into the critical section, after it found the pair (r , d) in Q. Both methods are waitfree and guarantee that if a promote(r , d) call returns True, then and only then r 's call of giveUp() while r has a sequence number of d returns False.
In method giveUp(), process p first writes its current sequence number to X We finally describe the abort() method that process p may call in line 4 after it received the abort signal during its lock() method. By the time p calls this method after having executed an earlier iteration of the while-loop in method lock(), processes may have joined its backpack and thus may have been stored in [1] . At the end of such a while-loop iteration p has called closeBackpacks() (in line 34) and thus collected the set of all those processes into its local variable bpack. Processes in that set may now be waiting to get promoted by p, so in its abort() method, p tries to hand its backpack over to some other process. To do so in the while-loop in lines 60-64, it first removes a pair (r , d) from bpack and tries to change B[r ][0] to bpack using a CAS. It keeps repeating this, as long the CAS() fails and as long as bpack ∅. (If such a CAS() fails, then this means that r has already aborted itself, and thus is not waiting to be promoted by p anymore.) If bpack becomes empty, then p can enter the critical section, because no process is waiting in p's backpack anymore. Otherwise, in one of the while-loop iterations p successfully hands its backpack over to some process r . It can then reset bpack to ∅, and signal r by writing True to B ′ [r ] . This enables r to break out of the repeat-until loop (lines [17] [18] [19] [20] in lock(), and thus continue attempting to capture the lock itself instead of waiting to be promoted by p.
EXTENSIONS 3.1 Bounding Space
Our algorithm uses an unbounded array X as well as base objects of unbounded size, because they store unbounded sequence numbers. The size as well as the number of base objects can be bounded without affecting the amortized RMR complexity. Below we will sketch the main idea.
First note, that, except for array X , our algorithm uses only polynomially many CAS objects and registers. Array X is only unbounded, because we need for each process p and each sequence number c used by p an array entry X [p] [c] . Thus, if the number of sequence numbers can be bounded by a polynomial in n, then we also need only polynomially many base objects, each storing O(log n)-bit values.
The idea is now that we use multiple abortable lock objects, as the one we described in earlier sections, but where sequence numbers are bounded by some threshold K, which is polynomial in n. The "current" lock object is stored in a register ptr .
In the entry section, a process now calls lock() on the current lock object pointed to by ptr . Once a process runs out of sequence numbers, it sets a flag associated with the current lock object, and the next process winning that lock changes ptr so that it points to a new lock object. Other processes have to monitor ptr and switch to the new lock object, if they see that ptr has changed. Our algorithm guarantees that in an interval in which a process increases its sequence number twice, at least one process wins the lock. As a result, a process will not increase its sequence number more than once after ptr has changed.
To bound the number of lock objects used, we can then use a taggable register introduced by Aghazadeh and Woelfel [1] . Such an object stores a pointer to objects from some bounded object pool B. In our case, B will consist of abortable lock objects with bounded sequence numbers, and the taggable register will store the pointer ptr to the "current" lock object. The main point of the taggable register abstraction is that it allows a process to find at any point a "free" lock object L ∈ B, which may not be accessed by any other process anymore. (The exact semantics of taggable register objects is involved; see [1] for a complete description.) Thus, a process that wants to swing the pointer ptr to a new object L, can first find a free one, L ′ , reinitialize it, and then change the pointer to ptr . Reinitializing L ′ can be done while no process is accessing L ′ , and thus while p has exclusive access to it. As a result, assuming that each single lock object can be used for sufficiently many lock() calls in total, the work for resetting a lock() object can be amortized over the total number of those lock() calls. This way, the amortized RMR complexity only increases by a constant factor.
The implementations of taggable registers from atomic registers presented in [1] are wait-free and have constant step complexity, and thus do not affect the asymptotic RMR complexity. For our purpose, the total space requirements are polynomial in n, and registers of logarithmic size suffice as base objects.
Avoiding Compare-and-Swap
As discussed earlier, there are linearizable, deterministic implementations of CAS objects from atomic registers with constant RMR complexity in the worst-case [22] . However, those implementations are not abortable, and thus cannot be used in our mutual exclusion algorithm without sacrificing abortability. The construction in [22] uses the constant RMR implementation of a test-and-set object from registers in [23] , and then implements a CAS object from test-andset. This construction can easily be made abortable on the CC model if abortable test-and-set object are available, maintaining constant RMR complexity [18] . On the other hand, it seems the test-and-set algorithm of [23] cannot be made abortable without sacrificing constant RMR complexity [18] . However, the randomized test-andset algorithms in [2, 19] have expected constant amortized step complexity against an oblivious adversary. Thus, combining those test-and-set algorithms with a straight-forward abortable version of the CAS construction from test-and-set in [22] , yields an abortable CAS implementation from registers with constant amortized RMR complexity, where the after abort path is randomized wait-free.
Note that our algorithm allows the adversary to know at any point the values of all CAS objects, and whether a process is poised to perform a CAS operation, and if so, the parameters of that operation. Hence, using implemented CAS operations does not increase the power of the adversary. Thus, we can safely use CAS implementations as described above in our mutual exclusion algorithm, sacrificing the wait-freedom in the abort path for randomized wait-freedom, but maintaining expected constant amortized RMR complexity. 
